Waterfall to Kilflynn and the Maenon Islands (3000 m, 3 hrs)

The waterfall on the Kilflynn Sandstone is one of the few that can be seen in this area. The trail leads past the waterfall, giving you a chance to see the water falling in a beautiful cascade. The Maenon Islands, a group of small islands, are located close to the waterfall and can be reached by small boat. This hike is a great way to experience the beauty of this area.

Derrynane to Portrane (10 km, 2 hrs)

This hike starts at Derrynane and follows the coastline to Portrane. The trail is well-marked and easy to follow, with plenty of opportunities to see the beautiful scenery along the way. The coastline here is rugged and rocky, with cliffs dropping down to the sea. The hiking can be challenging at times, but the views are well worth it.

To Travel North of the Herring Trail

The Herring Trail is a well-marked hiking trail that starts near Portrane and follows the coastline to the north. The trail is easy to follow and offers stunning views of the coastline and the sea. The hiking can be challenging at times, but the views are well worth it.

Details

Distance: 10 km

Duration: 2 hrs

Starting Point: Derrynane

Ending Point: Portrane
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